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1. INTRODUCTION 

The notion of BL-algebra was initiated by Hάjek [5] in order to provide an algebraic proof of the 
completeness theorem of Basic Logic. A well known example of BL-algebras is the unit interval 

[0,1] endowed with the structure induced by a continuous t-norm. MV-algebra, Gödel-algebras 

and Product algebras are the most known class of BL-algebras. Cignoli et al.[3] proved that 
Hάjek's logic really is the logic of continuous t-norms as conjectured by Hάjek. At the same time 

started a systematic study of BL-algebras, and in particular, filter theory ([6],[7],[9],[11],[12]). 

Filter theory play an important role in studying BL-algebras. From logic point of view, various 
filters correspond to various sets of provable formulas. Hάjek introduced the notion of filters and 

prime filters in BL-algebras and proved the completeness of Basic Logic using prime filters. 

Another important notion of BL-algebras is ideal, which was introduced by Zhang [13]. Ideals of 

BL-algebras has more complex than filters, so far little literatures. But it is a very important tool 
to study logical algebras, Meng and Xin [8] systematically investigated the ideal theory of BL-

algebras. Following a standard method [1], In the paper we study the prime ideals space and its 

important properties. 

2. PRELIMINARIES  

Let us recall some definitions and results on BL-algebras.  

Definition 2.1. An algebra  )1,0,,,,,(A  of type ( 2, 2, 2, 2, 0, 0) is called a BL-algebra if it 

satisfies the following conditions: 

(BL1) )1,0,,,(A  is a bounded lattice, 

(BL2) )1,,(A  is a commutative monoid, 

(BL3) zyx if and only if zyx  (residuation), 

(BL4) )(* yxxyx , thus )(*)(* xyyyxx ) (divisibility), 

(BL5) 1)()( xyyx  (prelinearity). 

In what follows, A  will denote a BL-algebras, unless otherwise specified. 

Definition 2.2. A nonempty subset I of  a  BL-algebra A  is said to be an ideal of A  if it satisfies: 

)1(I I0 , 
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)2(I  Iyx )(  and Ix  implies Iy  for all Ayx, . 

Obviously, }0{  and A  are ideals of A . An ideal I  is said to be proper if AI . 

Proposition 2.3. Let I  be an ideal of a BL-algebra A . If  yx and Iy  then Ix . 

Theorem 2.4. Let X  be a nonempty subset of a BL-algebra A . Then for all Ax , ](Xx  if 

and only if  there are Xaa n,,1   such that 1**1 xaa n . 

Definition 2.5. Let A  be a BL-algebra and I a proper ideal of A . Then I  is said to be a prime 

ideal if Iba  implies Ia  or Ib  for any Aba, . 

Theorem 2.6. Let A  be a BL-algebra and I a proper ideal of A . Suppose S is a nonempty 

subset of A  and SI . If  S  is -closed, then there is a prime ideal M  of A  satisfies 

MI  and SM . 

Definition 2.7. An ideal I  of a BL-algebra A  is said to be irreducible if, for any ideals KJ ,  of 

A , KJI  implies JI  or KI . 

Proposition 2.8. Let I  be an ideal of a BL-algebra A . Then I  is irreducible if and only if I  is 
prime.  

3. PRIME IDEAL SPACES  

In the sequel, )(AI  denotes the set of all ideals of a BL-algebra A  and )(API  be the set of all 

prime ideals. Let X  be a nonempty subset of A , we define }:)({)( PXAPIPXS  and 

)}(:)({)( AIIISAT . It can be checked that ])(()( XSXS . If }{aX , we write )(aS  

instead of })({aS .Denotes }:)({)(0 AaaSAT . 

Theorem 3.1. )(AT  is a topology on )(API . 

Proof: It is obvious that )0(S  and )()( APIAS . 

Suppose )(AII , where is a nonempty index set. Then for some , 

}:)({)( PIAPIPIS  

}:)({ PIAPIP   

])(( IS   

Hence )()( ATIS . For any )(, AIJI , by proposition 2.8 we have 

}:)({}:)({)()( PJAPIPPIAPIPJSIS  

}:)({ PJIAPIP  

Thus )()()( ATJSIS . Therefore )(AT forms a topology on )(API . 

lemma 3.2. )(0 AT  is a base of  )(AT . 

Proof: Since for any )(AII , we have )()( aSIS
Ia

 , it follows that )(0 AT  is a base of 

)(AT . 

Recall that a ring R  of sets is a nonempty set of subsets of a set S  such that if RBA, , then 

RBA  and RBA . The following shows that )(0 AT  is a ring of sets. 
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Lemma 3.3.  For any Aba, , )()()( baSbSaS , )()()( baSbSaS , that is, 

)(0 AT  is a ring of sets. 

Proof: For any Aba, , we have 

)()( bSaSP   iff )(aSP and )(bSP  

iff  Pa  and Pb  

iff  Pba  

iff  )( baSP  

)()( bSaSP   iff )(aSP  or )(bSP  

iff  Pa  or Pb  

iff  Pba  

iff  )( baSP . 

Hence )()()( baSbSaS and )()()( baSbSaS , which shows that )(0 AT  is a ring 

of sets. 

Lemma 3.4. If  is a compact open subset of topological space ))(),(( APIAT , then )(aS  

for some Aa . 

Proof: Since  is open and )(0 AT  is a base of  )(AT , there are AB  such that 

}:)({ BbbS , 

Noticing  is compact we have Bbb n,,1   satisfying  

)()( 1 nbSbS  . 

 By Lemma 3.3, )( 1 nbbS  . 

Definition 3.5. A nonempty subset F  of a lattice L  is said to be a lattice filter if F satisfies: 

)(i  For any  Lyx, , Fx  and yx  imply Fy , 

)(ii  Fyx,  implies Fyx . 

It is obvious that any lattice filter of a lattice is -closed. 

For any nonempty subset H  of  L , H  denotes the least lattice filter containing H , called 

as the lattice filter generated by H . It is easy to check that 

},,,:{ 11 HaaaaxLxH nn  . 

Lemma 3.6. Suppose YX , are two nonempty subsets of A . If 

}:)({}:)({ YyySXxxS  , 

then there are nonempty finite subsets XX 0 , YY0  such that 

}:)({}:)({ 00 YyySXxxS  . 

Proof: We proceed by the following steps: 
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Step I. We prove ](YX  . If ](YX  , then by Theorem 2.6 there is a prime 

ideal P  of A  such that PY ]( and XP . Hence )(ySP for all Yy  and 

)(xSP  for all Xx , and so }:)({ YyySP  but }:)({ XxxSP  , a contradiction. 

Step II. Let ](YXz  . By Xz  we know that zxx n1 for some 

Xxx n,,1  . Thus )()( 1 zSxxS n . By Lemma 3.3 we have 

)(i )()()( 1 zSxSxS n  

From ](Yz  it follows that  

1))(( 1  zyym  

for some Yyy m,,1   by Theorem 2.4. We now prove that 

)(ii )()()( 1 mySySzS  . 

Indeed, if there is )()()( 1 mySySzSP  , then Pz but  

)()( 1 nxSxSP   

Thus Pyy m,,1  and by   

1))(( 1  zyym  

we have Pz , a contradiction, )(ii  holds. 

By )(i  and )(ii  we obtain )()()()( 11 mn ySySxSxS  . 

Lemma 3.6 has a number of interesting corollaries. 

Corollary 3.7.  For any Aa , )(aS  is a compact open subset of  the topological space  )(API . 

Proof: In Lemma 3.6 we take }{aX to get the desired result. 

Lemma 3.8. The family of compact open subsets of )(API is a ring of sets and is a topological 

base. 

Proof: This is immediate from Lemma 3.3, Lemma 3.4, Lemma 3.2 and Corollary 3.7. 

By Lemma 3.4 and Corollary 3.7 we have 

Corollary 3.9.  An open subset  of  the  topological space )(API  is compact  iff )(aS  for 

some Aa . 

Corollary 3.10. The topological space )(API  is compact. 

Proof:  It is immediate from )()1( APIS and Corollary 3.7. 

Lemma 3.11. The topological space )(API  is a 0T -space. 

Proof: Let )(, APIJI  with JI .Suppose that JI  without loss of generality. Then 

)(ISJ  but )(ISI . This shows that )(API  is a 0T -space . 

Definition 3.12.  A  Stone space X  is a topological space X  satisfying: 

)(i  X  is a 0T -space. 

)(ii  If }:{ HX  and }:{ KY  are nonempty families of nonempty compact open sub-

sets of X  where KH ,  are two index sets and  
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}:{}:{ KYHX  , 

then there are finite subsets HH 0 and KK 0  such that 

 }:{}:{ 00 KYHX  . 

Theorem 3.9.  The  topological space  )(API  is a Stone space. 

Proof: It follows directly from Lemma 3.6, Corollary 3.7 and Lemma 3.11. 

In what follows we discuss further properties of )(API . For any subset U of )(API , the interior, 

exterior and closure  of  U are denoted by )(UInt , )(UExt and U  respectively, and denote 

}:{)( UPPU  . 

Lemma 3.14. For any subset U  of )(API  and Aa , we have Ua  iff  UaS )( . 

Proof: It follows that 

PaUa  for all UP  

                                                                  )(aSP  for all UP  

                                                                  UaS )(                                  

The proof is complete. 

Theorem 3.15. For any subset U  of )(API  we have 

)(i  )()( UExtUS , 

)(ii  }:)({)()( PUAPIPUExtAPIU , 

)(iii  )()()( UExtAPIUInt . 

Proof: Since 

PUUSP )(  

                                                                              Pa  for some Ua  

                                                                              )(aSP  for some Ua  

)(UExtP (by Lemma 3.4) . 

it follows that )()( UExtUS , )(i  holds. 

Corollary 3.16. Let U  be any sunset of )(API , then U  is dense in  )(API  iff  }0{)(U . 

Proof: Indeed, U  is dense in )(API iff )(UExt  iff )( US by Theorem 3.15 )(i iff 

}0{)(U . 

4. CONCLUSION  

In this paper we investigate further important properties of ideals of a BL-algebra. We study the 

prime ideals space of a BL-algebra, proved that the the prime ideals space is a  0T -space, furth-

ermore it is also a stone space. We study the further properties of the prime ideals space, especial-

lly the properties of the interior, exterior and closure of U  where U is a subset of )(API . 
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